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Basal, Though Overlooked Factors Affecting Posture in Therapeutic Riding 

 

   Influencing the posture plays a key role in therapeutic riding (TR). The posture reflects and 

affects both physical and mental aspects of an organism. The factors acting on the posture are 

for TR either non-specific (typical also for other sensomotoric method:  presure into joints), 

specific (horse's gait, forward movement) or psychological (self-confidence). 

   We believe that a complex impact of these factors is applied also through the stimulation of 

programmes, encoded phylogenetically and ontogenetically. 

   Special importance of the effect of TR upon the posture we see especially in an assumed 

stimulation of ontogenetically old global postural-locomotive pattern, used also by other 

methods – e.g., Vojta's reflective locomotion. The facilitation of a global pattern of automatic 

body control in TR is conditioned primarily by a sensorial – especially proprioceptive – 

afferentation. It is accented by a co-activation of muscular groups through movement 

synergies of a closed chains type, where the acral parts are punctum fixum and the torso 

punctum mobile. This we use for a positive influence upon autochthonal musculature. Its 

enfeeblement is nowadays considered as primary in the onset of postural defects and 

consequent dorsalgias. 

   These statements allow us to express a hypothesis that the sensomotoric facilitation of 

posture during TR stimulates global postural-locomotive pattern through movement synergies 

of closed patterns type as well as co-activation of muscular groups. 

   This is the reason why we can start the hippotherapy (HT) already in several months old 

babies by positioning them on the belly and on the back. From the ontogenetic aspect and 

according to the degree of affliction at first against and then in the direction of horse's gait. 

   We use TR to influence muscular - tendineous loops formed by the muscles of axis 

apparatus and limb muscles. Muscular loops integrate the function of an axis apparatus with 

the function of limbs and justify understanding of postural-locomotive system as a functional 

whole. This we use in HT when we influence the limbs through the axis apparatus and 

sensitive motor activity, and, vice versa, the axis apparatus through the limbs. 

   Mutual interconnection between kinesiological programme and anatomical structures does 

not only condition the development of chaining of impaired functions of the locomotor system 

on a vertical (CNS – joint – muscle) and horizontal ( muscle – muscle, or joint – joint) level, 

but allows us to influence it by therapy. Generalisation on functional defects can be 

complexly  influenced not only by techniques using the barrier phenomenon, but also by 

motoric therapy focused on postural-locomotive programmes, including TR. 

   TR has a positive impact also on the diaphragm, fulfilling not only breathing but also 

postural function. This is related to an important strengthening of pelvic diaphragm which is 

very difficult to influence by other methods. 

   Intensive effect of HT on the posture is dependent also on the effect of antiresistant and 

rotation element. Also an excentric typ of exercise is effective in hippotherapy besides 

isometric type of exercise. In this type of exercise there occurs a maximal poprioceptive 

facilitation  for the simultaneous activation of muscular clusters and tendon corpuscles. 

Excentric type of exercise is the best support for ligamentary stroma. So we do not influence 

primarily the increase of the range of articular motility, but the control of stabilising element 

of the motion – postural element, primary condition of the motion. 

   This all improves the self-confidence of a patient and brings about an improvement in the 

emotional relation of a patient to this therapeutic method, formed by the very relation to the 

animal and the possibility to ride on it. And just the emotional relation of a patient plays an 

important role in the formation of new motoric programmes through limbic system – emotive 



brain. We rehabilitate primarily the controlling element – CNS and not only the executive - 

myoskeletal - element. 

   Close relation of mental condition and posture is positively influenced in TR also by 

affected phylogenetic old mechanisms: behaviour patterns and assumed bioenergoinformation 

processes (acupupresure effect, assumed chacras and energoinformation field of the horse and 

therapeutist.). 

   We want to emphasise that the effectivity and complexity of TR is conditiond by the fact 

that we influence phylogenetically and ontogenetically old programmes. These are 

unchangeable and this enables us to use them for building the therapy for the heaviest 

physical and mental afflictions. 
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